Post-surgical pain, physical activity and satisfaction with the decision to undergo hernia surgery: a prospective qualitative investigation
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Abstract

Surgical repair is a common treatment for inguinal hernias but a substantial number of patients experience chronic pain after surgery. As some patients are pain-free on presentation, it is important to investigate whether patients perceive the treatment to be beneficial. The present study used qualitative methods to explore experiences of pain, activity limitations and satisfaction with treatment as people underwent surgery and recovery. Twenty-nine semi-structured interviews were conducted. Seven participants were interviewed longitudinally: before surgery and two weeks and four months post-surgery. Ten further participants with residual pain four months post-surgery were interviewed once. Semi-structured interviews included experience and perception of pain; activity limitations; reasons for having surgery; satisfaction with the decision to undergo surgery. A thematic analysis was conducted. Pain did not cause concern when perceived as part of the usual surgery and recovery processes. Activity was limited to avoid damage to the hernia site rather than to avoid pain. None of the participants reported dissatisfaction with the decision to have surgery; reducing the risk of life-threatening complications associated with untreated hernias was considered important. These findings suggest that people regarded surgical treatment as worthwhile, despite chronic post-surgical pain. Further research should ascertain whether patients are aware of the actual risk of complications associated with conservative rather than surgical management of inguinal hernia.

Introduction

Surgery is an effective treatment for people with inguinal hernia, a common condition with an incidence of 6-12% in adult males and approximately a tenth of this in females.¹ It is a routine, elective procedure yet a considerable proportion of patients experience chronic post-surgical pain (CPSP). CPSP is pain that persists beyond the normal healing time, usually taken as 3 months post-surgery.² In the context of CPSP after hernia surgery, this pain is experienced in the locality of the hernia surgery. In a review of 40 studies, the frequency of CPSP after hernia surgery ranged from 0 to 54%.³ Bay-Nielsen et al. found 29% of participants reported pain 1 year post-surgery; over half of those with CPSP also reported restriction in activities due to the pain.⁴ In a retrospective study, 20% of those with CPSP after inguinal hernia repair reported that they would not have undergone surgery had they understood the risk of CPSP.⁵ Some people have only minor symptoms before surgery so it is important to understand why they decide to undergo surgery and to explore satisfaction with this choice when CPSP is experienced.

An inguinal hernia usually presents as a lump in the groin (fat or other intra-abdominal viscera protruding through the abdominal wall); patients may experience pain. Occasionally the condition becomes life-threatening when the protrusion strangulates (insufficient blood supply) or the intestine becomes obstructed.⁶ Surgery is performed to alleviate discomfort and prevent dangerous complications which require emergency surgery. Hair et al. found that 66% of people presenting with inguinal hernias reported pain;² the likelihood of pain increased in those who had had the hernia for longer. One third, therefore, were pain-free on presentation. This raises the question of whether those with little or no pain would prefer a watchful waiting strategy over a surgical procedure that could result in CPSP.

It is not clear whether the risk of complications is such that surgery is preferable to watchful waiting given CPSP risk. Leubner et al. reported the strangulation risk to be less than 1% per year in the first few years after onset.⁸ Two randomised controlled trials compared watchful waiting with surgical repair in asymptomatic males. Fitzgibbons et al.⁷ enrolled adults aged ≥18 years with follow-up for two years; O’Dwyer et al.’s trial included adults aged ≥55 years and followed them to one year after recruitment.¹⁰ Both studies found no difference in pain ratings between watchful waiting and operation groups at follow-up although both reported other health benefits for the surgical group compared with the watchful waiting group: O’Dwyer et al.¹⁰ reported greater reduction in pain unpleasantness and greater improvement in activity performance. From similar findings the authors reached different conclusions: a strategy of watchful waiting is a safe and acceptable option,⁹ and repair does not affect the rate of long-term chronic pain and may be beneficial to patients in improving overall health and reducing potentially serious morbidity.¹⁰ Only Fitzgibbons et al.¹⁰ addressed greater reduction in pain unpleasantness and greater improvement in activity performance. From similar findings the authors reached different conclusions: a strategy of watchful waiting is a safe and acceptable option,⁹ and repair does not affect the rate of long-term chronic pain and may be beneficial to patients in improving overall health and reducing potentially serious morbidity.¹⁰ Only Fitzgibbons et al.¹⁰ addressed...
Longitudinal group

Seven adult males scheduled for elective inguinal hernia repair surgery at a hospital in Northern Scotland participated. Medical secretaries informed people of surgery dates by post approximately two weeks pre-operatively. On sending this letter, secretaries also sent a study pack containing study information. Twenty-eight packs were sent; seven people responded positively and constitute our sample. Interviews were conducted between May 2006 and January 2007.

Single Interview group

Participants were ten adult males identified as experiencing pain 4 months post-operatively from a larger, quantitative study. Participants had surgery between January and August 2007; interviews occurred between June 2007 and January 2008. Male gender was not an inclusion criterion; the sample reflects the gender distribution for inguinal hernia.

Information about chronic post-surgical pain

As part of the study’s informed consent procedure, all participants received an information sheet which mentioned that some participants experience CPSP – Most hernia surgery patients do very well after hernia surgery but some patients suffer pain or discomfort that lasts longer than the usual healing time. At the time of the study, hospital leaflets regarding minor surgery did not mention the risk of CPSP. Prior to surgery, information was provided to patients by their surgeon or another member of the surgical team at an outpatient consultation. Final written consent was obtained on the day of surgery by a member of the surgical team. It is possible that some surgeons communicated the risk of CPSP to patients but there was no standardised approach to this.

Data collection

The interview began in an open-ended manner, inviting participants to describe everything that happened from when they first suspected a problem (pre-surgery interview) or from when they underwent surgery (post-surgery interviews). The topic guide comprised open-ended questions including: understanding and perception of pain; pain coping strategies; pain control; activity limitations; expectations about activity and pain control; reasons for deciding to have surgery; comparisons between time periods (pre- and post-operative pain and activity levels); perceived causes of the hernia and satisfaction with the decision to have surgery. Participants were interviewed at the University when possible; other interviews occurred in the participant’s home, workplace, or (one interview) at the hospital. Interviews were tape-recorded and lasted approximately one hour.

Analysis

Transcribed interviews were analysed thematically and the participant’s perception of events was taken as central. Analysis was interpretative, recognising the interaction between researcher and data. Analysis was performed manually using a Framework approach.

Materials and Methods

This study was approved by Grampian Research Ethics Committee and NHS Grampian Research and Development.

Design

Two participant groups were included: the Longitudinal and Single Interview groups. Longitudinal group interviews were conducted at three time points: two weeks before surgery (T1) and two weeks (T2) and four months post-surgery (T3). These were important time-points: T1, surgery was imminent with a confirmed appointment; T2, the participant was recovering post-operatively; T3, residual post-operative pain or activity limitations were apparent. To ensure we included participants with CPSP, a second group of people who reported pain at 4 months post-surgery were recruited and interviewed once (Single Interview group). Twenty-nine interviews were conducted in total.
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Single interview group

Participants were aged 34 to 69 years. All underwent repair of primary, unilateral hernias. Two participants had laparoscopic surgery (S1 and S10); all others had open surgery. Five participants were retired and one participant was his wife’s caregiver. The remaining participants were: delivery worker, medical professional, safety inspector (some physical work), taxi driver and an oil industry worker (deskwork). The median time between surgery and the interview was 22 weeks (range: 20 to 30 weeks).

Pain

Pre-surgery

Most participants in both groups reported some pre-operative discomfort but this tended to be characterised as bearable: uncomfortable when coughing, not really, no pain [L7(T1)]; just an ache [S2]. Exceptions included S9 for whom the pain was more intense: it was getting uncomfortable, seriously uncomfortable. Participants did not seem unduly concerned about the discomfort; they appeared stoical or pragmatic and were prepared to tolerate some pain: just put up with it [L3(T2) retrospectively].

Two weeks post-surgery

All participants experienced postoperative pain although some Longitudinal participants already reported little or no current pain. Pain was often considered a natural consequence of surgery and therefore not a cause for concern: they’ve sliced you open so you’re going to feel pain [S4]. Worry arose when pain differed to expectations: it’s when you can see parts you didn’t have that’s nothing to do with the operation, why is it so painful there? [L5(T2)]. This participant experienced pain and bruising in the scrotum. Another man was concerned because his pain was similar to that experienced before surgery; he worried that the repair was unsuccessful: it’s the same, same sort of thing I feel now, which doesn’t give you much confidence [L1(T2)]. Thus, the pain itself did not cause concern, but interpreting the pain as indicating a possible problem led to worry.

Some Single Interview participants talked about pain as an indicator of what they could do without causing damage: it would be down to the fact that yeah well I shouldn’t be doing that right now [S2]. One participant reported being afraid to move because of the pain: Frightened to move, frightened to cough, frightened to breathe, frightened to sneeze [S4]. If a fear-avoidance model of pain is applied to the context of CPSP it would be expected that participants who experienced CPSP (all Single Interview participants) would be likely to report pain-related fear or anxiety. This was not so: S4 was unusual in reporting pain-induced fear. Nevertheless, Single Interview participants’ recall of pain-related emotions in these retrospective interviews may not accurately reflect their feelings at the time.

Four months post-surgery

Most Longitudinal group participants reported no residual sensations. L4 reported sometimes feeling pressure. L5 and L7 experienced occasional twinges but neither expressed concern about this. L5 seemed to interpret the pain positively as part of the healing process: it’s a healing up thing you know when it’s knitting [L5(T3)]. This excerpt continues the concept of interpreting pain within the context of a natural healing time and process. It appears that if the sensation indicated a stronger, healthier future it was not perceived as problematic. However, there was evidence of reappraisal for L5: For a while before, about two, three weeks ago when I was getting more of them I was thinking, God is this what you’re talking about am I going to have this for the rest of my life?

The extent to which this participant was concerned seemed to be associated with his pain experience – as the frequency of twinges reduced, instead of perceiving the pain to be a never-changing condition, he started viewing it as something that was part of the healing process. This participant had catastrophized about the pain (showing an exaggerated negative orientation toward noxious stimuli), catastropheing has predicted acute pain after surgery but, for this participant, the frequency of twinges reduced over time, leading to reassurance. The catastrophizing in this instance may have been intensified by our research. The process of informed consent made clear that we were investigating postsurgical pain which some may not have otherwise worried about.

All Single Interview participants reported pain four months post-surgery. However, for some, the pain was described as having minimal impact. Others experienced more frequent pain which appeared not to greatly affect them; words used seemed to downplay the pain, e.g.: not serious but still there…more of an irritant than a pain [S1]. Making sense of the pain was an important theme. Some participants accepted pain as a natural by-product of surgery: you cannae have prods in your stomach and get away Scott free [S2]. S1 questioned the surgical approach, wondering about alternatives, and felt responsible for not seeking clarification about potential consequences and treatment choices: I wonder about the best surgical policy…whether you have to have keyhole or you have to have a more conventional incision…I think I should have been asking more questions. Others seeking causes for their pain looked to their own behaviour: some attributed the cause to being too active too soon: the thought that you’ve damaged something... because you’ve done something, too much too early [S6]. Unlike L5, these participants seem not to have considered the risk of CPSP, despite being presented with similar information. Instead, it seems that the idea of surgery as a fix persisted; they looked to other causes for their pain.

Attributing the pain to causes other than the healing process could lead to concern. For S8, the pain was central to a range of concerns: whether the operation had been effective and whether the pain might result from another health problem. Thus, it was the perception that the pain resulted from something more serious that caused concern, not the pain per se. In contrast, concern was minimised if pain was viewed as part of the surgery process: it’s part and parcel of having that operation… I know what the ache is all about so I don’t really concern myself [S2]. These accounts suggest there is considerable diversity in how pain is experienced. Healing pain was considered a positive concept that was used to modify the experience of pain. Other pain was taken as a portent of underlying serious damage. All participants sought to interpret their pain and assess what was within normal parameters.

Activity limitations

Pre-surgery

Participants mostly continued with normal activities before surgery but many reported limiting certain behaviours e.g. lifting. Predominantly, the reason given for limiting activity was avoidance of further damage to the hernia site, not pain avoidance: there’s a little hole there now and if I go berserk there’s going to be a big hole [S4]. Participants may have found it easier to admit to restricting activity to avoid damage than because of pain but the activities limited were not necessarily pain-related: I avoid some of the heavier lifting. But actually I think standing is more uncomfortable [L2(T1)]. In one case caution was triggered on diagnosis: the doctor said oh it’s a hernia and he explained what the hernia was, from then on... I was more cautious of the way I lifted [S4]. Few participants reported limiting activity pre-operatively because of fear of pain. However, pain experience was reported as a signal to reduce activity by some Single Interview participants: if it was painful I stopped and rested [S10].

Two weeks post-surgery

Most participants in both groups reported limiting activity. While limiting pain was reported as one motive, a key intention was to avoid damage, to let the wound heal: I was concerned that I was going to open the wound...
Four months post-surgery

In the Longitudinal group, some participants reported limiting activity despite experiencing little or no pain to reduce the risk of hernia recurrence. For example, L4(T3) was avoiding heavy lifting because he did not perceive the hernia site to be strong enough: ‘it’s still a weakness there like you know’. This participant did not report pain but he perceived the healing process to be on-going. His expectations from before surgery were that it was important to wait for the repair site to become strong: when she’d [the surgical registrar] explained to me what was happening…you realise well I can’t go toddling back off-shore and start doing things like that. Thus, L4 appeared to understand healing as a slow, complex process, and from an early stage had no expectation that usual activity would resume quickly. Activity avoidance was a rational, cognitive response to a threat, rather than a response to fear of pain.

The understanding of what the surgery process had involved also impacted upon L5’s perception of healing: I am still thinking I’ve got to be careful because I don’t want them reaprearing. I don’t know how far that net that they put in moves and I think well I don’t want things appearing round the sides of the nets and all the rest of it. There is still this in your mind but as far as pain wise it’s just life goes on and you can’t stop for it. L5 perceived the mesh used by surgeons to be insecure, with the potential for the hernia to escape and re-emerge. While pain was disregarded as an indicator to reduce activity, the image of the hernia emerging led to caution.

Most Single Interview participants reported limiting activity to some extent. Avoiding recurrence or damage to the site was, again, an important goal: if I had a hernia on the other side… or damaged the original one, I’d feel pretty angry with myself… so I am cautious (S6). Reducing activity was not necessarily considered a limitation – it could be perceived as a positive lifestyle change. S4 felt the hernia surgery had no effect on what he achieved, but he modified his approach. Lifting was important in his job and he reduced the number of items carried simultaneously rather than avoid lifting altogether. So in that respect I am limited but it’s a good limitation. This response demonstrates that participants may differ in how they understand questions about activity limitations. This participant focussed less on how activities were completed and more on what was achieved – as the same task was accomplished, the change was not regarded as a limitation. Instead, the change was viewed as a benefit as his current behaviour could protect him from future problems.

The findings here suggest many participants had a strong sense of wound site vulnerability and activity was calibrated in a way that is protective. Activity limitation purely to avoid pain was not dominant.

Satisfaction with the decision to have surgery

At the four-month interviews, participants compared their pain and activity levels with those before surgery. Longitudinal participants reported no change or an improvement in pain and activity and seemed highly satisfied with the decision to have surgery. For some, this satisfaction seemed to be connected with improved functioning or reduced pain intensity. Many were also pleased to have prevented future problems and anxiety regarding complications: it was just once I found out what could, what could happen well that was really what I wanted the operation for... I’m not so worried about them now [L5(T3)]. When Longitudinal Group participants were asked, pre-operatively, why they chose to undergo surgery, none mentioned pain reduction, tending to focus on the threat of complications. The concept of surgery as a reliable fix for a malfunctioning system was voiced: It is there so I want it put right [L6(T1)]. This participant did not seem worried either about pain or about potential long-term consequences, but instead viewed the body as a machine where if something goes wrong, it should be mended.

Single Interview participants reported being at least as active as they were before surgery, and having similar or lower pain levels than before surgery. However, some experienced worse pain at four months than before surgery: When I went for the surgery I really was in no pain…where I am just now is that I’m still in pain (S8). Nevertheless, no one reported dissatisfaction with the decision to undergo surgery. For example, even though S8’s recovery had been disappointing, he still believed he had made the right decision: I would have rather had the surgery than run the, that risk. It would seem that, despite experiencing persisting pain, participants were happy with their decision to undergo surgery because their goals had been met. The benefits from surgery were perceived as reducing the risk of future complications or of the hernia worsening: it was going to progress (S5), fixing a problem: because once you’re told that something’s nae right…get it done (S7) and maintaining a good level of activity: had I not got the operation, then I would have certainly slowed down my activities (S2). These perceived benefits tended to reflect reasons given for having surgery e.g. reducing the risk of complications and fixing a problem. S10 thought that an operation was unavoidable: you’ve got to have surgery for a hernia. In the context of discussing pre-surgical pain, one participant did report that the surgery was important because of his pain and yet, when asked more directly about reasons for having surgery, cited a desire to return to his more active pre-hernia lifestyle: it needed to be done, because it was getting uncomfortable (S9, context: discussing pain level); fix it so that I could get on with doing some of the other things that I used to do whether it be golf or tennis or whatever (S9, context: reasons for surgery). It is not clear whether return to activity was a more salient reason for having surgery, or whether it was easier for him to give activity as a primary reason than to admit that the discomfort was bothering him enough to make him seek a fix.

In summary, even when four-month pain was more severe than pre-operative pain, participants were happy with their decision to have surgery. It appears that surgery enabled them to achieve their aims, avoiding the perceived risk of more serious health problems. Surgery was conceiv ed of as providing both an immediate fix and a guarantee against complications.

Discussion

All the participants interviewed in this study expressed satisfaction with their decision to have surgery, even when pain and/or activity limitations were experienced four months later. However, severe, continuous pain at four months was rare. Participants tended not to catastrophize about their pain; pain or discomfort rarely caused concern if it was perceived as part of the usual process. Before surgery, many participants reported some discomfort but pain alone did not appear to restrict activity; restricted activity was tied to concern about damage to the hernia site. Immediately after surgery, the risk of damage to the wound was a key incentive in limiting activity. At four months, pain and activity appeared to have a degree of independence with some pain-free participants limiting activity (to avoid wound damage).

The association between pain and activity limitation is not necessarily direct. Dixon et al.\textsuperscript{19} demonstrated that psychological factors (control beliefs) mediated the relationship between pain and activity limitations in people awaiting joint replacement surgery. In the present study, some participants interpreted...
pain as a sign of continued physical weakness and limited activity to avoid aggravating the problem. Even without pain, the wound site could be perceived as vulnerable and protective steps were taken: activity was restricted. While pain-related fear sometimes seemed important, it was not necessary for participants to be fearful of pain to limit activity. Fear-avoidance models may be more relevant to CPSP in the longer term than at four months post-surgery when pain may still be attributed to the normal recovery process and the need to prevent damage to the hernia site is salient.

A striking finding was that no participant reported dissatisfaction with the decision to have surgery, even when they experienced CPSP. The Common Sense Self-Regulation Model is helpful in understanding these findings. It proposes that, when faced with a health threat, we form representations to understand the threat in terms of its identity, timeline, cause, consequences and control. Decisions about coping actions are taken according to these appraisals. A key reason for having surgery was to avoid potentially serious consequences such as strangulation or obstruction. Awareness of consequences was accompanied by a belief that surgery would control or fix the problem. Thus, surgery seemed to be internalised as an appropriate coping action in dealing with the perceived drastic consequences of leaving the hernia untreated.

We did not ask participants to what extent they felt at risk of negative events resulting from the hernia but it is likely their perception of risk was higher than the actual risk reported. At the extreme, one participant believed there was no alternative to surgery. Future research should address the likelihood of choosing surgery (rather than watchful waiting) at different levels of perceived risk of serious adverse events, including risk of CPSP. Fitzgibbons et al. found that over 97% of participants in both surgery and watchful waiting groups reported being satisfied with their care. Being given information about the option of watchful waiting in the study consent procedure may have reassured participants about the risk of obstruction or strangulation. Powell et al. found that information and advice provided by health care professionals was taken very seriously by participants (a subgroup of the present sample) when making decisions regarding surgery and recovery. The participants of the present study were referred to surgical clinics by their family doctors, and all opted for surgery. After referral, a surgical team is responsible for the person’s care so it could be expected that the focus of professionals and patients will be on surgical management. Where conservative management (watchful waiting) is presented alongside surgery, people may be more open to alternative management approaches. It would be useful to investigate reasons for treatment choices in people who are not referred to a surgical team, or who decide not to undergo surgery after discussion with the surgical team.

This study explored factors related to the decision to have hernia surgery, satisfaction with surgery and return to activity. However, the extent to which the results can be generalised is limited by the size and representativeness of the sample. In particular, while all Single Interview participants experienced pain at four months postoperatively, this pain was mostly mild and intermittent rather than severe. Satisfaction with surgery may be lower in people with severe CPSP. A second factor that may have influenced the high reports of satisfaction is that, even though the interviewer (RP) was independent of the surgical team and assured participants that their participation was confidential, the separation of research from surgical care may not have been understood by participants because, following standard ethical guidelines, participants were recruited using a letter from a surgeon at their hospital.

We were unable to conduct a longer term follow-up with these participants, e.g. to 1 year after surgery, because of practical constraints on the project timeline. However, as the CPSP experienced at 4 months after surgery was already generally low, the benefits of having a longer follow-up may be limited with our particular sample of patients.

A possible unintended impact of the study was that the information provided about CPSP as part of the study information may have raised awareness about CPSP. Caution is needed here as the causal link is inferred. As negative emotions can increase pain perceptions and predict higher post-operative pain, this could have negative consequences for pain experience. Conversely, given that this study found pain to cause concern when it differed from expectation, understanding that CPSP may occur could be reassuring. This observation clearly raises ethical implications and researchers need to be mindful of this issue. Ideally, participants would be fully informed about the risks of surgery (including CPSP) by the care team so information provided by a study such as this should not introduce risk information of which patients are unaware.

Conclusions

While some participants experienced CPSP after hernia surgery, it did not cause undue concern for most and dissociation between pain intensity and activity limitation was observed: many participants primarily limited activity to avoid damage to the wound site rather than to avoid pain. Importantly, participants reported being satisfied with the decision to have surgery even when pain persisted postoperatively because they believed that surgery had averted the risk of dangerous complications.

These findings have significant implications for patient care. First, further research is needed to ascertain whether patients, particularly those with pain-free hernias, are fully aware of the actual risk of serious consequences when surgery is delayed or not pursued, and to address how this understanding impacts on deciding whether or not to undergo surgery.

Second, it is important to ensure that patients are fully informed of all risks associated with the surgical procedure, including the risk of CPSP. In response to the present study and other research which has increased local awareness of CPSP, a website was developed for patients in the Grampian Region which is now used to guide the consent process and covers risks of surgery including CPSP. Further research is needed to assess the impact of providing such additional information on uptake of surgery and patients’ experience of the surgical and recovery processes.
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